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April 2021
Monday
April 12

Periods 1 & 3
Digital Design I
OJT
CTE Internship

Period 2
AP CSP
OJT
CTE Internship

Period 4
DCT
OJT
CTE Internship

Period 5 & 6
OJT
CTE Internship

Tuesday
April 13

Illustrator Certification
Testing

Wrap up exams for those
needing to complete;

Shelley Boegly: Proctor

Finalize the country/state stamp
assignment in Illustrator.

Unit 10: Cybersecurity &
Global Impacts
Lesson 1: Innovation
Simulation Part 1
Identify a computing
innovation
Understand how to
conduct research on a
computing innovation
5, 35, 5

U10 L02: Project-Innovation
Simulation Part 2
Identify benefits of a computing
innovation
Research computing innovations
through the lens of one
beneficiary
5, 35, 5

Financial Freedom-“The
Choice is Yours”
Persuasive Argument
p.41

Chapter 4: Using Credit Wisely
Intro and vocab & pop-up vocab
quiz.

Wednesday
April 14

Thursday
April 15

Friday
April 16

Reordering artboards; working with rulers &
guides, creating guides, editing the ruler
origin

Transforming content; bounding
boxes, positioning artwork using the
Properties panel, reflecting

Rotating, distorting objects
with effects; transforming
with the Free Transform
tool, shearing objects, get
ready for Puppet Warp!!

U10 L03: Data Policies and Privacy
Describe the different types of data that are
used and collected by modern computing
innovations
Define personally identifiable information
about an individual that identifies, links,
relates, or describes them
Explain how disparate piece of personal
information can be combined to identify
individuals or deduce other private
information
What info is Private? 5
How to Read a Privacy Policy 5
Data Policy Exploration 25
Wrap up 10

U10 L04: The Value of Privacy
Evaluate whether the benefits to
society from a given computing
innovation outweigh the privacy risks
it poses
Assess a computing innovation to
identify the specific privacy risks that
could arise from the data it collects &
stores
Explain the risks to privacy that arise
from using modern computing
technology
Convenience v Privacy-facial
recognition (10)
Security v Privacy – Gov’t Warrant?
(10)
Tradeoffs – Your innovation (15)
P 48: What if You are Denied Credit?

U10 L05: Innovation
Simulation Part 3

What is Consumer Credit?
Pp 45-47
Difference between credit & debit

Paying off Credit Cards..DO THE
MATH!

Evaluate the benefits and
harms that could potentially
be caused by a computing
innovation
Explain how the benefits
and harms of a computing
innovation may be different
in the eyes of different
people

What conclusions can be
drawn about the time it
takes to pay off credit card
debt when you only pay the
minimum amounts?

Working for someone
else or for yourself?
In terms of the future and
a gateway to get where
you want to be…what will
you do?
I will continue to visit your places of employment and meet with your supervisors during 5th & 6th periods. Make sure you are getting the minimum number of hours a week and you must
submit a paystub this week where your workweek began AFTER April 4. Remember, that you must work DURING your OJT period(s) in order to remain in the OJT classes.

